
! Thank you everyone for you wonderful sharings about the mindfulness cultivation 
exercises we did after our last class.

! When we first learn about mindfulness, and do the eating exercise to be present, 
there is a clarity, a peacefulness, and a wholeness we notice. It feels good to show up 
fully in the moment.

! As we take this practice home into our lives, we feel the restfulness and fullness 
of life in cultivating mindfulness. Things are much more enjoyable. This is a wonderful 
practice undertaking. Let’s call this Stage 1 - the direct cultivating of bringing our full 
mind and attention to what we are doing in the moment.

! But we also start to see resistance to mindfulness, the things that make us flinch 
away from the moment - especially discomfort. It’s very easy to get into a personality 
judgement where we ‘prefer’ the mindful moments as ‘good’, and judge the NON 
mindful moment as ‘bad’, and feel that we are not ‘good’ practicioners.

!  Here our practice is actually serving aversion - aversion to how we actually ARE 
instead of our spiritual ideal of who we would ideally LIKE to be. This fragments 
ourselves - our ‘ideal’ me comes in into conflict with the ‘real’ me. It feels guilty, heavy. If 
our practice is to make us more free, this is not that!

! What to do? There’s a broader meaning of mindfulness cultivation than the 
beginning exercise we did for our last homework. Perhaps we might think of this as 
Stage 2: real life.

! In the second stage of mindfulness, we realize that ALL states are useful in 
becoming more present. Seeing moments of non-mindfulness clearly, and 
understanding when and why they arise, is extremely valuable. Knowing when 
mindfulness is absent and when and why mindfulness returns shifts us in the direction 
of presence without cutting the parts of ourselves off that do not want to “be here now”. 
We accept those moments as vital, useful  windows into our unconscious fears.

! Personally, seeing my own tendencies to fall asleep at the wheel, or vacate 
myself to reactiveness (think spousal argument), and the underlying habit tendencies 
driving non-mindful states have been both humbling and priceless. Seeing the  triggers 
that cause me to be reactive or non-present has been a clear window into what’s in my 
own seed consciousness (or unconscious). Once you see the unconscious, of course, it 
is no longer unconscious. Clearer, deeper seeing (vipassana) opens the door to 
choosing skilfulness and transformation.

When the buddha was teaching about the factors of Enlightenment, this is what he 
taught about mindfulness:

Here, O monks, when the enlightenment-factor of mindfulness is present 
within,she knows well, saying, "I have the enlightenment-factor of 



mindfulness within," or when the enlightenment-factor of mindfulness is 
absent within, he knows well, saving. "I have not within the 
enlightenment-factor of mindfulness.

In what manner the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of 
mindfulness comes to be, that he knows well; in what manner the 
completion of culture of the arisen enlightenment-factor of mindfulness 
comes to be, that she knows well.

! What’s important here is to be aware of your experience as it is happening, more 
than ‘trying’ to be somewhere you think is ‘better’ than where you are. The underlying 
truth that makes this work is that the process of SEEING WHAT’S HAPPENING  IN THE 
MOMENT will, in itself, bring about any skillful adjustment or attending to that needs to 
be done, no ‘trying’ needed.

! In other words, the noticing that you are not paying attention to what you are 
doing automatically corrects the distraction. Perhaps you are driving, but thinking about 
planning a meeting. You notice that mindfulness is absent, and that you are not paying 
attention to driving. This noticing itself brings you back into the moment. Sometimes life 
does this for us. Someone breaks suddenly in front of you and startles you back into the 
moment. Our cultivation of mindfulness builds the foundation for this happening without 
needing to nearly rear end the person in front of you!

! Likewise, if you know you tend to lose mindfulness when you are late and 
rushing, the knowing itself acts as a mindfulness alarm and slowsS you back down. 

! It works the other way around. Perhaps you see you are less mindful in the 
presence of a certain group of friends who likes to party, or when you watch a long 
stretch of TV. As the richness of showing up in the moment become more important to 
you, you find yourself gravitating to different friends and more thoughtful activities. This 
is what is meant by:

 “In what manner the arising of the non-arisen enlightenment-factor of mindfulness comes to be”.

 HOMEWORK:

Now we’ll apply noticing to NON mindfulness. Until the next class, notice moments you 
are NOT present in the moment. Keep them in your journal and come back to class 
prepared to share.

 It may be helpful to review each day before going to bed and journal the places you 
were the most asleep, distracted, or in a habit energy mode. You may have to do this for 
a while before you can begin to catch the moments when they actually happen.

 For example:



- my hubby make a remark that felt critical. Saw my mind leap into self defense mode, 
followed the mind into an internal conversational loop about how I was right. Only 
some time later saw how that removed me from myself.

- at work. Phones are not working, Shelly comes rushing in upset about it. Feel 
responsible, the plans for the morning vanish in a sense  of “must fix this now!”  
Somehow, mindfulness returns and realize the best thing to do is wait an hour, as the 
phone company is probably aware of it. That turns out to be the case.

- Driving home. Find myself making judgements about the driving skills of those around 
me. Notice that I did not appreciate any of the scenery on the way home.

- Mom calls,  go into an old habit pattern of expecting her to not be interested in hearing, 
only in speaking. Old reactive pattern, not present to any new possibilities that we 
might have a different conversation than the one my habits are ‘expecting’.

-  eating breakfast. Bored eating, so reach for the newspaper to read instead. Do not 
taste breakfast.

 Let’s follow the Buddha’s teaching here: know when mindfulness is absent. When 
absent, know that it is absent. Consider what skillful action might make it return. 
 I realize this is a little vague, and had trouble verbalizing it in class.

 It will look different for each of us.

 For some of us, we might find ourselves eating when not even hungry as an 
unconscious move to escape discomfort or boredom. For another, it might be the 
distraction of an emotional reactive pattern that takes us away from what is actually 
happening, as a class member talked about worrying about work while on a date. It 
might be adhering to a routine even when it no longer serves you.

 So, find what your patterns are. What takes you away from the moment? What causes 
mindfulness to be absent, and what makes the unarisen state of mindfulness  arise 
again?

 NOTE:
  there will be NO CLASS March 4, as I will be In Florida helping to take care of my 
brother in law. We will meet both March 11 and March 18.

 best wishes to everyone,
 Susan


